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By law concerning prize fund and consequences in case of changed conditions
New Article 8.2.2.d
The prize fund of an ETBF Approved tournament can be either fixed or conditional. If the prize
fund is conditional, at least two possible prize lists must be provided and criteria for any size of
a possible prize fund must clearly be stipulated.
Previous 8.2.2.d-e changes to 8.2.2.e-f
New Article 8.6.5:
Liabilities in case of a cancellation, changed prize funds or a changed period
a)
Article 8.6.5.c applies to a tournament, if one or more of the following five situations occurs after the registration for the tournament has opened:
If a tournament is cancelled
If a fixed prize fund is reduced
If the prize fund status of a tournament is changed from fixed to conditional
If a tournament with a conditional prize fund changes the criteria for the prize fund
calculations in a way, where reduced prize funds will be awarded
If the period of a tournament is changed, other than adding days to the beginning
of the tournament
b)
Article 8.6.5.c applies to a player meeting the following three requirements:
The player is signed up for a cancelled tournament or the player decides not to play
a tournament, in cases where other changes, as listed in 8.6.5.a, occur
The player is able to provide the necessary documentation for lost money
The player is able to provide the necessary documentation for confirmed entries
c)
An organizer, taking one or more of the actions listed in 8.6.5.a, is liable to compensate
players meeting all requirements listed in 8.6.5.b. A compensation must cover the total
amount of the following expenses for the player:
Non-refundable flight ticket expenses
Other non-refundable travel expenses
Non-refundable accommodation expenses
Other expenses occurred as a consequence of the situation
d)
Latest the day after one of the situations in 8.6.5.a have occurred, and related changes
have been published at the ETBF Website, the organizer must contact all players with
confirmed entries in the tournament, and announce the changed situation. In the information provided, all such players must be offered to send the requested documentation
latest two weeks after they have been contacted. Latest two weeks after the deadline for
players to reply, any valid compensation must have been received by the players.
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